P3R Home Learning Plan- Week 1
Spelling/Reading

Writing

Maths

Health & Wellbeing

Other Areas

Persuasive – Write a persuasive letter to persuade people to wash their hands.
Write out your
RME- Christianity
SC:
x2, x3, x5 and
Go onto YouTube and
Research the Easter
Find and list as
-I can state my argument and view in the opening paragraph.
x10 times tables
search for “Cosmic
story. You could
many ‘oe’ words in a
-I can include at least 2 points to back up my argument.
three times.
Kids Yoga.” Follow one
create a comic strip
book of your choice. -I can write my arguments in order using ordering openers.
Make up a song
of the yoga routines.
of the main events.
-I can ask the reader a question.
to help you.
-I can summarise my points in the final paragraph.
Read your book.
Instructions- Write instructions on how to wash your hands.
Take a note of some SC:
Plan a Healthy Lunch
Log onto your
French
tricky words you
-I have a title at the top of my instructions
for your family.
SumDog account
Practise your French
found while reading. -I have a list of things you need
Remember to include
using your log in
for 15 minutes on
Write down what
-Each of my steps are in order with numbers.
both fruit and
details provided.
duolingo
you think they
-I can include ordering openers.
vegetables in your
Practise your
https://www.duolingo.
might mean then
-I have used bossy verbs.
menu.
maths skills.
com/
look them up.
-My steps are short and clear.
Narrative – Write a narrative story with one of the following titles: A Whole
Climb the stairs or
New World, Stranded or The Island.
walk around the
Art
SC:
perimeter of your
Design your own
Complete the
Read your book.
-I can include when, who, what, where and why in my opening paragraph.
living room 20 times.
family shield, split it
maths activities
Design a new front
-I can use ordering openers for each paragraph: firstly, next, then, a while
Then, rest and feel the
into 4 sections and
set on Education
cover for the book.
later.
speed of your
fill each with pictures
city
-I can write in first person: I, me, my
heartbeat. Pay
that symbolise your
-I can write in order using time ordering words; then, later, next, after that.
attention as it slows
family.
-I can write in past tense.
back to normal.
Information Report – Choose an animal and write an information report about
Music
Pyramid write and
it.
Complete 5
Write the lyrics of
Rainbow write all
-I can organise my writing using subheadings
Create a poster on how
multiplication
your favorite pop
your common
-I have a first paragraph which tell the reader what the report is about.
we can be kind to
and 5 division
song and identify the
words.
-I can include facts (in paragraphs)
others.
sums.
chorus and the
-I can include diagrams that are labelled.
verses.
-I have no personal language: me, I, we, you
Choose 3 activities to do each day. Don’t worry about crossing off after you have finished as you can do most of these activities multiple times! Children have been
provided with Log In details for SumDog and Education City. Activities have been set for them on these sites.

Phoneme
‘oe’ as in toe

Word examples
hoe, goes, heroes, potatoes, tomatoes

Common words
write, answer, began, heat, page

